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People, Planet and Place: Australian urban design at its best
Thursday 31 October 2019
The top projects in the 2019 Australian Urban Design Awards have been revealed. From 52 shortlisted entries, five have been
awarded and five commended, including an education/community precinct in Melbourne, a building height standards review
in Hobart, a level crossing removal project in Melbourne and a mixed-use precinct on the site of heritage-listed wharves in
Brisbane.
The awards, announced at a special event in Melbourne on 30 October, recognize contemporary Australian urban design of the
highest quality and aim to encourage cities, towns and communities across the country to strive for best practice. Projects are
recognized for their excellence across categories for built projects as well as for leadership, advocacy and research.
Malcolm Snow, jury chair and CEO of the City Renewal Authority in Canberra, said that exemplary urban design thinking and
practice is central to shaping a sustainable, socially responsible and prosperous future for Australia’s towns and cities. “At a
time when the ‘wicked problems’ confronting our urban environments and the communities they support are dramatically rising,
this year’s award winners are proof-positive that Australia’s urban designers are equal to that challenge,” Mr Snow said.
“All of the winning projects unequivocally demonstrate that their designers and clients have both the insight and skills to make
places that are beautiful, welcoming and sustainable. In their different contexts they all put people and the quality of the place
experience at the centre of their design research or solutions. This is a hallmark of outstanding urban design ensuring that both
current and future generations of Australians are the beneficiaries.”

AWARDS
Built projects – city and regional scale
– Maitland Levee and Riverlink Building (NSW) by McGregor Coxall & Chrofi
– Howard Smith Wharves (Qld) by HSW Nominees, Urbis and Woods Bagot

Built projects – local and neighbourhood scale
– Ferrars Street Education & Community Precinct (Vic) by Tract
– Flour Mill of Summer Hill (NSW) by Hassell

Leadership, advocacy and research – city and regional scale
– Building Height Standards Review project (Tas) by Leigh Woolley Architect + Urban Design Consultant
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COMMENDATIONS
Built projects – city and regional scale
– Caulfield to Dandenong Level Crossing Removal Project (Vic) by Aspect Studios with Cox Architecture

Built projects – local and neighbourhood scale
– Rosanna Station (Vic) by MGS Architects and Jacobs Architects
– Bridge of Remembrance (Tas) by Denton Corker Marshall

Leadership, advocacy and research – city and regional scale
– Automated and Zero Emission Vehicles – How They Might Reshape our Streets (Vic) by Ethos Urban and Urban Circus

Leadership, advocacy and research – local and neighbourhood scale
– Engaging the community in the principles of urban design: Serious Urban Play (Qld) by University of the Sunshine Coast
2019 AWARDS AND COMMENDATIONS JURY
– Chair: Malcolm Snow, Chief Executive Officer, City Renewal Authority (Canberra)
– Linda Corkery, Discipline Director Landscape Architecture, UNSW (Sydney)
– Michael McKeown, Director, Jensen Plus (Adelaide)
– Amy Muir, Director, MUIR Architecture (Melbourne)

Australian Urban Design Awards 2019 awards and commendations jury. L–R: Amy Muir,
Michael McKeown, Linda Corkery and Malcolm Snow. Photography: Griffin Simm.

Media enquiries, interview opportunities and images: Kat Vidovic – E: kat@katvidovic.com M: 0408 426 002
For more details and to view the awards gallery: urbandesignawards.com.au
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CITATIONS FROM THE JURY
Built projects – city and regional scale
AWARD
Maitland Levee and Riverlink Building (NSW) by McGregor Coxall & Chrofi
This project has successfully regenerated the high street of Maitland, New South Wales, reconnecting the city centre to the
Hunter River and creating a striking community focal point. These achievements make it an exemplar in regional urban design
and renewal in Australia.
The project respects the city’s local heritage while creating a contemporary “complete street” that can be modified as land uses
change. Vehicles have been carefully reintroduced to help activate the street. The Riverlink Building is a landmark element of
the project that introduces a “portal” between the street and the river.
The ultimate aim of this project is to encourage new economic opportunities, and the design provides a strong basis for the
achievement of this objective.
AWARD
Howard Smith Wharves (Qld) by HSW Nominees, Urbis and Woods Bagot
Howard Smith Wharves enjoys a spectacular location beneath the Story Bridge on the Brisbane River, and its transformation
from infrastructure into entertainment destination and public space is equally spectacular.
The design of the precinct has successfully integrated heritage wharf sheds and World War II bunkers with new buildings and
the busy Riverwalk. It has also resolved challenging site conditions including flood risks.
New cliff lifts at each end of the site bring patrons to the river’s edge and connect them to the city. Approximately 80 percent of
the site is publicly accessible space. A district cooling system is one of the project’s sustainability credentials.
The jury was impressed by the project’s design and place-creation achievements in a significant yet challenging urban location.
COMMENDATION
Caulfield to Dandenong Level Crossing Removal Project (Vic) by Aspect Studios with Cox Architecture
This project is an example of how major infrastructure works are positively shaping Australian cities. Part of the Victorian
government’s Level Crossing Removal Project, it includes five train stations and – significantly – twenty-two hectares of green
space beneath the newly elevated railway.
This new public space allows greatly improved cross-corridor connectivity and provides sites for community sports, retail,
commercial, car parking and many kilometres of pedestrian and cycling paths.
The project was successfully shaped by an urban design framework, stakeholder and community engagement, and an Urban
Design Review Panel. The jury was impressed by the scale of public benefit created by a well-designed public transport
infrastructure project delivered as part of a wider urban and public realm framework.
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Built projects – local and neighbourhood scale
AWARD
Ferrars Street Education & Community Precinct (Vic) by Tract
Fishermans Bend, as Australia’s largest urban renewal project, is providing an opportunity to get things right. The South
Melbourne Primary School – Victoria’s first “vertical school” – successfully integrates an early learning centre, maternal
and child health, multipurpose community rooms and indoor and outdoor multipurpose sports courts which are open to the
community.
This multifaceted building program is supported by an open landscaped corner that presents to the street. The corner that not
only provides a forecourt to the building but is defined as a space for community congregation, a children’s playground and an
outdoor space for learning. In programmatic terms this space would ordinarily be managed through the intervention of a fence,
however through careful negotiation it remains public, as a space that gives back.
AWARD
Flour Mill of Summer Hill (NSW) by Hassell
The jury acknowledges the design team’s outstanding achievement in meeting the challenges posed by this project. The team
has transformed a former industrial site into a new urban residential community and successfully integrated it with the historic
context of Sydney’s inner west.
The iconic flour mill silos and landmark heritage buildings of Summer Hill have been retained, adapted and extended with new
buildings to create over 300 residences. The mixed-use development has revitalized this 2.5-hectare brownfield site. The
precinct now includes cafes, retail and studios and consolidates and reconnects this area to the adjoining neighbourhoods.
Well-served by public transport, the site also enjoys abundant public open space and appropriate landscape features and
materials that respect the flood-prone site.
COMMENDATION
Rosanna Station (Vic) by MGS Architects and Jacobs Architects
The project re-engages the train station as an important civic intervention within the community. The station carries many
roles; as bridge, placemaker, community hub and formal intervention that brings a greater level of safety and amenity to the
local community.
The station encourages both commuter and general pedestrian and cycle cross-permeability through the precinct into the
surrounding neighbourhood centre.
Views to the Rosanna Parklands and to the Turnham Avenue tree canopies are maintained through the concourse, ensuring the
qualities of the surrounding local context are acknowledged and absorbed.
Colour and material themes lighten the infrastructure’s required “heaviness” and were developed through community
consultation to bolster a sense of ownership. Longevity and an embedded sense of local placemaking support the development
of socially sustainable civic interventions.
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COMMENDATION
Bridge of Remembrance (Tas) by Denton Corker Marshall
This project links the Hobart Cenotaph and The Soldiers Memorial Avenue in the Queens Domain through the implementation of
a pedestrian and cycling bridge that overcomes a fundamental disconnect between two important Hobart landmarks separated
by the Tasman Highway.
The bridge has been designed through a careful consideration of the area’s historical context and the infrastructural limitations
imposed by the site. The gentle fold and twist of the bridge’s profile defines a structural intent that absorbs the formal
thickening required at various moments along its span.
The project sensitively handles the requirement to balance the “touching” points where the structure meets the ground at both
ends. The bridge is a heroic yet sophisticated gesture that provides an important connection and new landmark for Hobart’s
visitors and residents.

Leadership, advocacy and research – city and regional scale
AWARD
Building Height Standards Review project (Tas) by Leigh Woolley Architect + Urban Design Consultant
This project demonstrates an exemplary approach to urban design research at a city scale. The jury was impressed with this
place-specific framework, which acknowledges and accommodates the future growth and change anticipated for Hobart’s city
centre.
The methodology employs a block-by-block integrated analysis of Hobart’s topography, built form, lot configuration, views and
view cones to and from the city centre. The resulting recommendations for building heights emerge from a careful reading of
the city’s relationship to its distinctive surrounding landforms. The report thoroughly illustrates the series of investigations
undertaken, providing a model for analysing the unique local conditions that are vital in maintaining a city’s amenity and
identity.
COMMENDATION
Automated and Zero Emission Vehicles – How They Might Reshape our Streets (Vic) by Ethos Urban and Urban Circus
This innovative project critically examines how autonomous and zero emission vehicles might reshape city form and function.
In addition to assessing the impact of these vehicles on other road users, the research highlights major opportunities stemming
from the use of these vehicles, including reduced parking, increased public space, new development forms, reduced vehicle
emissions, urban greening and shared lanes for automated vehicles and public transport.
The jury was impressed with the project’s supporting urban design analysis and how the potential benefits of different
scenarios and their associated “trade-offs,” were presented to reach a wider audience. The project raises awareness of the
urban design impacts of this emerging technology and has important implications for the land-use planning and transport
policy decisions that will need to be made to ensure that the claimed community benefits of the technology are realized.
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Leadership, advocacy and research – local and neighbourhood scale
COMMENDATION
Engaging the community in the principles of urban design: Serious Urban Play (Qld) by University of the Sunshine Coast ]
Serious Urban Play is an interactive tool that assists communities to better understand the complexities of managing the urban
environment. The clever use of gaming software to engage people of all ages is central to its appeal, as demonstrated by its
popularity in classrooms.
The accessible learning device encourages a wider appreciation of the importance of urban design in shaping communities and
illustrates the challenges of resolving competing demands at the neighbourhood scale.
The conversion of a multidisciplinary research project into a practical teaching aid is one of the project’s most positive aspects.
It makes a valuable contribution by raising urban design awareness and by educating communities about making better real-life
choices to shape the cities and neighbourhoods of the future.

ENDS.
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